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SMU gives unemployed PMETs 
a leg-up with SMEs 

PMETs with a wealth of expertise to con- 
tribute." - 

SINGAPORE Management University SMEs at yesterday's launch shared 
(SMU) yesterday launched a Business Ad- Prof Koh's enthusiasm. "I think it is very 

visers Programme to match unemployed possible that we will look for a business ad- 

professionals, managers, executives and viser via this programme," said Philip Mor- 

technicians (PMETs) with small and medi- gan, chief operating officer of rnuvee, a 

urn enterprises (SMEs) . company that deals with automatic video 
editing software. 

The programme is aimed at PMETs oppomty will give us access to 
with at least five years' who and talent, allow us to set some new 

like a six-month project- directions for our company and look at 
based attachment to * SME* how we can improve our products so we 
candidates will be matched to appropriate a be stronger when the economy buns 
SMEs through a rigorous selection proc- he said. 
ess* Spring Singapore will subsidise 70 Per m e  response from PMETS was encow- 
cent of the $5,000 monthly project adviso- aging too. u ~ h i s  can give PMETS 
ry fee. The other 30 per cent will be bome a taste of working for an SME is like - 
by the SME. and might even launch them into entre- 

Annie Koh, dean of executive and pro- preneurship in the future," said a person 
fessional education at SMU, said: "SMEs working in the insurance field who de- 
that lack the financial means to engage clined to be named. "However, since 
business advisers can now do so with gov- many PMETs might be used to working in 
emment funding support, while jobs are large organisations, adjusting to working 
created for retrenched or unemployed in an SME might take some time." 
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